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the receipt of three major
gifts for the expansion of
Bronco Stadium. The gifts are
from the Bronco Athletic
Association, Larry and
Marianne Williams, Tom and
Diana Nicholson and Ron and
Linda Yanke.
The BAA will donate
$500,000 toward the expan-
sion. A majority of these
funds will come from the
BAA's portion of the pro-
ceeds from the 1995 auction
and its expected revenue from
the 1997 auction.
Larry and Marianne
Williams are also donating
$500,000 to .the Athletic
Department. $50;000 will be
used to increase the
Williams' established' athletic
endowment fund, with the
remaining $450,000 going,
. toward the Bronco Stadium
expansion. Larry Williams is
a former president of the
BAA. Marianne Williams is
currently a member of the
BAA Board of Directors.
The Nicholsons and
Yankes have been long-time
supporters of the athletic pro-
gram at BSU since the
school's junior college days
when Lyle Smith was the
head football coach.
Nicholson and Yanke are giv-
ing the athletic department
. 150 acres of land in Canyon
County with an appraised
value of $2.1 million. BSU
will use the money from the
sale of the land for stadium
expansion.
Nicholson is a current
member of the BAA Board of
Directors; Yanke is a former
member.
In recognition of the
Williams for their gift, BSU
will name the plaza located in
front of the Allen Noble Hall
of Fame Gallery the "Larry
and Marianne Williams
Plaza." In recognition of the
Nicholson and Yanke gift, the
Varsity Center Office
Complex will be renamed the
"Nicholson- Yanke Athletic
Center."
These donations bring the
total for the stadium expan-
sion to more than $4 million.
The projected cost for phase I
of the stadium expansion is
$7.7 million. Construction is
scheduled to begin this fall
with completion expected
during the 1996 football sea-
son. The expansion will
increase the seating capacity
of Bronco Stadium to more
than 30,000.
students of America? Training is a newbook co-
Student aid works. The authored by BSU professor
president knows it, and that Ronald P. Pfeiffer that pro-
is why he is fighting for vides information on the pre-
my generation." vention and emergency care
The presidential address of common sports injuries.
was downlinked via satel- The book is written for
lite to all 50 campuses coaches and physical educa-
nationwide. Included in the tors, who are often the first to
events in Washington, D.C.,. reach an injured athlete. It
were interactive question and ' gives extensive information
answer, .sesslons with admin- on all kinds of sports injuries
istration and elected party and outlines measures of
officials. early detection and preven-
Since the Republicans took tion.
office in January, they have Pfeiffer, a certified athletic
proposed cuts in education trainer, is a professor of
totaling $36 billion. At the anatomy in BSU's Physical
same time, the Republicans Education Department. He is
have given a $245 billion tax also the undergraduate cur-
cut to the wealthiest one per- riculum director for BSU's
cent of the American popula- National Athletic Trainers
tlon. Proposed Republican Association.
cuts will affect the direct
lending program, Stafford
Loans, Pell Grants, and
AmeriCorps national service.
The College' Democrats of
America is the student arm of
the Democratic Party. CDA
has more than 800 chapters
nationwide and more, than
80,000 members.
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the kettle) finishes boiling,
the contents travel through a
heat exchanger, to cool the
hot wort, and into a fermentor
where brewers yeast is added.
The fermentor is then placed
in a temperature-controlled
fermentation room for up to
eight days. After that, it is
transferred to a secondary
fermentor and placed in the
cold storage room for final
finishing. After two weeks
total, the customer returns to
bottle the filtered and carbon-
ated beer. It's ready to drinkl
BrewWorks guarantees the
beer will meet expectations or
the customer can brew again
for free.
An average batch will cost
around $100, depending on
the style of beer. Meaning,
on average, a BrewWorks 6-
pack will cost $4 versus $6 to
, $8 for store-bought micro-
brew. This price includes all
the advice and expertise
BrewWorks staff will offer to
help customers understand
the brewing process, in addi-
tion to free labels, bottle caps
and a fun environment.
Twograduate
students develop
microbrewery
for marketing
class
Clark' Haass and Steve
Wood, avid homebrewers and
part-time MBA students at
BSU, developed a tasty busi-
ness idea as part of a market-
ing class.
Their idea, BrewWorks,
will become the' first Brew-
On-Premise establishment in
Idaho on Oct. 1. It will be
located in Boise's Northgate
Shopping Center, .next to the
Cineplex-Odeon theater and
SoHo.
With professional equip-
, ment and the help of experi-
enced staff, customers at the
Boise store will be able to
brew fresh quality beer, simi-
lar to that available at brew-
pubs like TableRock, for a
fraction of the cost.
"At BrewWorks, anybody
can easily make their own
beer, even customize it and
brew it again and again. I
expect some customers will
become beer connoisseurs
and experiment with different
beer styles every time. Either
way, BrewWorks offers
something for everybody,"
said Haass, a founding part-
ner in BrewWorks.
Customers will select from
a recipe list of more than 50
beers of varying styles such
as Stout, Porter, Wheat, Pale
Ale, Amber Ale, Pilsner,
Bock and many others.
After selecting a recipe,
it's time to start brewing. The
customer adds water to a 15-
gallon brew kettle, measures
and weighs his or her own
ingredients-which include
malted-barley extract and
hops-and adds them to the
kettle when it comes to a full
boil. For those who have time
and want a challenge, like
homebrewers, BrewWorks
will offer all-grain recipes.
Once the ingredients are
added, customers create their
own beer bottle labels or
relax and read the latest news
in magazines and books about
beer.
When the,wort (the stuff in
BSU program
to show presen-
tation on wolf
Sept. 27
Learn about the ecology
and natural history of the
complex and controversial
species Canislupus, the wolf,
during a special presentation
offered by BSU's Outdoor
Adventure Program.
"Wolf Song," the one-hour
multimedia presentation, will
show at 7 p.m. Sept. 27 in the
SUB Ada Hatch Ballroom.
The cost is $2. Pre-registra-
tion is required.
Through the beauty and
imagery of slides, music and
narration, the presentation
will explore the realities and
possibilities associated with
wolves. The program will
begin with a brief historical
,perspective of our own
species' relationship with the
wolf.
Biological aspects of
wolves, including behavior,
mating and reproduction,
nutrition and social organiza-
tion, will be discussed at
length to help the audience
develop a better understand-
ing of the natural history of
wolves. To preregister, call
385-1374 ..
Career Fair
set for Sept. 27
in the Student
·Union
BSU's Career Center will
host a career fair from 9:30
a.m. to 3 p.m. on Sept. 27 in
the SUB Jordan Ballroom.
The career fair is an excel-
lent way for students of all
levels to learn about various
employers and graduate
schools, to find local and
national job opportunities, to
obtain information for solidi-
fying a career choice, to iden-
tify internship opportunities
and to recognize necessary
requirements in order to enter
certain career fields.
Students who attend will
also hear suggestions for
enhancing degrees, such as
belonging to student organi-
zations or taking special
classes.
The fair will also provide
an environment in which stu-
dents can network with com-
pany representatives.
Students
organize 50
presidential
downlinks at
universities
nationwide
The College Democrats of
America organized college
students on 50 university
campuses across the country
on Sept. 11 to be part of
President Bill Clinton's
address to the students, facul-
ty and administration of
Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale.
The president discussed
the importance of balancing
the budget while at the same
time protecting student aid
and job training in the wake
of Republican efforts to cut
these programs.
"Republican Newt
Gingrich received student
aid," said Kevin Geary, presi-
dent of College Democrats of
America. "Student aid
worked for him, why does he
want to take it away from the
Major gifts
announced for
stadium expan-. .....
sion
Book by BSU
professor high-
lights sports'
•• •Injuries
BSU's . Athletic
. Concepts of Athletic Department has announced
.• ~ ,
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Ruch announces new policy regarding athletes
Kate Neil!Y.!!!!L .,..__
Managing Editor
Student athletes who arc
charged with criminal activi-
ty-even misdemeanllrs-will
be at least suspended from
Bronco teams, BSU President
Charles Ruch said at a press
conference last Thursday.
"From this day forward,
Boise State University will
have a zero tolerance policy
on criminal violations. Those
who are charged with misde-
meanorsor felonies will be
subject to immediate sanctions
that can range from suspen-
sion to expulsion from the
team," Ruch said.
Ruch's new policy will also
impact recruitment proce-
dures.
"We hope to identify those
who cannot meet. our stan-
dards ahead of time," said
Ruch.
Athletes who have already'
been recruited will be required
to disclose their criminal his-
tories to the athletic director
this week while Ruch finishes
up a thorough Ada County
court records check of every
student-athlete who has com-
peted since September 1994.
Anyone who docs not disclose
all incidents could he dis-
missed from the athletic pro-
gram.
In the future, student ath-
letes must "report arrests
immediately to the Athletic
Department," Ruch said.
After repeated questioning,
Ruch would not disclose how
many student"athletes he dis'-
covered have criminal 'records ..
lie only said, "we have a
longer list [today] than we had
yesterday."
lie said that as recently as
the day before the press con-
ference, he did not realize the
magnitude of the problem.
BSU is instituting a more
thorough monitoring of stu-
dent athletes and is assem-
bling a task force from the
community, law enforcement
and the State Board of
Education on, student athlete.
conduct ... These step's arc
intended to give BSU "'an
external perspective in'
addressing this larger societal
issue."
Ruchis also asking coaches
to shoulder some of the
responsibility for the actions
of student athletes.
>.'Wc have 'always consid-
ered the 'off-the-field con-
duct' of student 'athletes an
important .part of the evalua-
tion processof. coaches. Our
expectations in this regard will '
be reiterated to our coaches,
and personnel decisions will
be. made accordingly."
BSU to get student information system
. . , . '., .
Aaron Switzer
Assistant News
Editor
"I need this class."
These words hover in
every student's mind at reg-
istration. The key to satisfy-
ing this need is the student
information system.
The student information
system enables BSU to han-
die the . ever-expanding.
'number '01' students who
need classes. It also cata-
logs student transcripts,
financial aid eligibility, stu-
dent employment and acad-
emic advising.
While the current system
does handle a large number
of tasks, it has been han-
dling them too slowly.
According to a recent
Faculty Senate report, the
load on the computer dur-
ing registration caused, the
screens to take 10 .minutes
to change. Because of this,
BSU Provost Daryl Jones
made upgrading the com-
puter system 3. priority issue
for this year and the univer-
sity is taking steps in this
~
~
~
~
~
~
" Registration lines may seem a little shorter because of the new student info 1'-
1 • • I
motion systCI1l.
direction.
The current information
system was first utilized in
1987. Few students, other
than in the English Graduate
Department, can remember'
the antiquated days of manu-
al registration.'
Since 11)87, demands on
the amount, of information
the system needs to compile ,
.havc grown sigl~ificanily. In'
1987, the school> enrollment
W8S around.J 0,000 students,
S'ince then enrollment .has
increased by 50 percent.
With the additional load of
students, the system takes
longer to process informa-
tion.
The computer's inadequa-
cy is not limited to registra-
tion. Because the student
information system is con-
nected to the mainframe,
access to the mainframe can
be restricted, Jones said ..This.
slows all university funciions
which rely on student infer-
mat·ion. The overload on the
computer system especially
affects advising, which must
quickly process students in
time for registration dead- ~
lines.
"The 'old system cannot
accommodate the university's
needs," Jones said.
The new system that the
university is examining will
have expanded capabilities, _
"There will he a manage-,
rnent system, which will com-
pile transcripts and allow
greater student access, a finan-
cial package for b,Hling, an".
alumni rch.tions component
and a personnel component to
track univ.ersity employees; "',.
said Jones. . - ...... •
The university 'has just com-
pleted the bidding process for
the new computer system, so
exact functions of the system
are not known at this time. The
university is waiting for an
appeal on the bids that were
submitted, and then the propos-
al will go to the State Board of
Education for approval.
,The money for the new sys-
tem will come from funds that
have been saved, financing and
a loan from state appropria-
tions, said Jones.
'No one could speculate 'on
when the computer system will
be available forstudentuse, but
students won'! see it- by spring
registration.
... ... .. '~":~:~JConstruction costs exceed budget
Ill'\' 0"": BEEH.(~I'" 0\1" HU.L· , "'"
! Board of Education recently asking for addi-
( \\ 1111 YOI II IISI 1.1).) Cory Oswald tional funding. However, Buster Neel, BSU\ Staff Writer
(H.III ....II r . llii 11-'1 JiI., I b ildi vice president for.finance and administration,The multi-purpose classroom Ul mg,
scheduled for' construction next fall, may not said the board rejected the $1 million request.
Aside from the lecture ha.ll and some, fur-include a 100~seat lecture hall as originaIly . .
nishings, construction for' the new bui,lding is
planned. d d h scheduled to be completed as planned in theIncreased production costs excee e t e
$6.2 million allotted by the Idaho Legislature summer of 1997. .
. The university' hopes to be able to includeby $1 million, resulting in the building's losing . .
a lecture hall and some furnishings unless the lecture hall in the new building, Jones said.
But the construction of the lecture hall will notfunds can be raised, said BSU Provost Daryl
begin until enough money is raised. If no
JO~~S~nattempt to build the lecture hall as money becomes available, the lecture hall will
planned, BSU submitted a proposal to the State be excluded from the plans.
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Bronco shuttle bus could begin charging fares
Steve Jacoob
Staff Writer.
On Sept. 12, the Boise City
Council met to discuss whether
the price of BUS fares will
increase and if a fare will be
established for the campus'
Bronco Shuttle.
The council has not made a
decision yet, but if the council
does decide to raise rates, stu-
dents who use the service will
be affected. Aside from the
Bronco Shuttle,the Broadway .
and Parkcenter buses are uti-
lized by university students
and employees.
BUS Operations Manager
Kelly Fairless said, "During
the first week of school, 670
BStJ employees and 1,190 stu-
dents rode the BUS; an addi-
tional 3,094 students used the
shuttle service."
Currently, 10 percent of all
BSU students ride the BUS,
BSU students may lose their
Boise Urban Stages free riding
privileges.
Cyril Aaron Charles
but with the potential fare
increase this figure could
shrink. .
Michelle Sherrer, marketing
coordinator for Boise Urban
Stages, said, "If the funding
issues for the BUS are not
resolved in the next four years,
. all federal funding for the BUS
will be eliminated."
This could cause a decrease
in ridership, which' could cre-
ate an increase in traffic con-
gestion at BSU. Sherrer recom-
mends that all current BUS rid-
ers, one- time riders and non-
riders call the mayor's hotline
at 384~4404 and ask the coun-
cil to leave the fares .at the cur-
rent rates.
BUS offers many valuable
. services to BSU students.
Among these services is
free riding privileges for BSU
students who shows their stu-
dent identification cards.
If students are not familiar
with the route they need to
take, they can call the route
information line at 336-1010.'
The Bronco Shuttle service,
located on campus,provides
students with transportation
around the university from 7
a.m. to 11 p.m., Monday
through Thursday, and from 7
a.m, to 5:30 p.m. on Fridays.
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gram, that stipulate that some of
their student will eventually leave .
the university and complete their
degrees at other schools.
There are other factors that
may force a student to drop oul.
Some of them get married and/or
have children and have to put
school on hold until some of their
other priorities are met.
Also, some students cannot
afford to pay for four consecutive
years of school, so they skip
semesters or years to earn money
for tuition and fees.
-----------------------NEWSI.
Josh Caston
Staff Writer
A recent survey has found that
only 80 percent of new BSU stu- .
dents who enroll in the fall return
for the spring semester; just 55
percent return the following fall.
The survey, conducted by Marcia
Belcher in the institutional assess-
ment office, covers a full five
years.
At the beginning of this year,
BSU President Charles Ruchrec-
ognized the problem of student
attrition and placed it high on his
list of priorities for this year.
In an effort to increase the stu-
dent retention rate at BSU, Carol
Martin, chair of the BSU
Retention Committee, has institut-
ed two programs-targeted pri-
marily at freshmen-to make the
first-year experience less traumat-
ic and to encourage students to
stay enrolled.
First Year Experience
Seminar, known as "First YES,"
is a one- credit seminar that teach-
es students about effective study
habits, test preparation and time
obstacles, said David Taylor, vice
president for student affairs.
Many students don't come to
BSU with the intention of staying.
"They come with the attitude
of 'I'll give it a try,' or they plan
to star! at BSU and transfer later,"
said Taylor.
Also, many Mormon students
leave BSU after their freshman or
sophomore year to complete
church missions, and though
many retum, some don't,
There are also programs at
BSU, like the engineering pro-
University implements freshmen retention.programs
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But some students cannot do
well with study skills alone; they
need the encouragement and sup-
port of a group. The Cluster
Program addresses this issue. It
encourages students, many of
whom are enrolled in First YES,
to enroll together as a group in
more than one class. This pro-
vides students with an instant net-
work of classmates with whom to
study and share ideas.
Efforts to keep students
enrolled at BSU face several
~. - ,
..All fmancial companies charge operating feesand expenses - some more than others. Of
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better.
That way more of your money goes where it should
_ towards building a comfortable future.
aside from a very modest operating expense of 1/4 of _
I% of annuity assets. Interest and dividends'are.. '
reported after all operating costs have been deducted.
Standard & Poor's calls TIAA's costs "exceptionally
I ,,~ow.
Of course, expenses are only one factor to consider
when you make an investment decision. While we're
committed to keeping our expenses down, we spare
nothing in trying to provide top-quality investment
choices, financial expertise, and personal service.
Because that can make a difference in the long run,
too.
We make low expenses a high priority.
Because of our size and our exclusive focus on
serving the needs of educational and research
communities, TIAA-CREF's costs are among the
lowest in the insurance and mutual funds
industries.'
In fact, Morningstar, Inc. - one of the nation's
leading sources of variable annuity and mutual fund
information - says, "Size isn't a constraint;
it... enables CREF to realize a remarkable economy of
scale,"? According to Morningstar's data, CREF's
"minuscule" 0.31% average fund expense charge was
less than half that charged by comparable funds.3
TIAA's traditional annuity also charges no fees
TIAA-CREF seeks performance, not profit.
At TIAA-CREF, we believe people would like to
spend more on retirement, not on their retirement
company. If y~u'd like to see how our approach can
help keep more of your money working for you, call
us at 1 800842-2776 (8 a.m, to 11 p.m. ET,
weekdays). We'd consider it a compliment.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it ....
6
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University reduces budget by 1·million
Kate Neilly Bell
Managing Editor
After Gov. Phil Batt
announced early this month that
state agencies will need to
reduce their general fund
expenditures by 2 percent
because of a shortfall in rev-
enues, BSU executives scram-
bled to adjust the university's
fiscal year 1996 budgets by $1
million.
In a memorandum to univer-
sity faculty and staff on Sept.
13. BSU President Charles
Ruch said the university will
compensate for the $1 million
by cutting $200,000 from the
"other expense budget" for
general institution needs,
$200,000 from "travel. other
expense and capital outlay" and
STOP THROWING AWAY$$$ .
FOR RENT - BUY A HOME NOWI
BasICSon pwdIIse price of $90,000. Down pymt.
$2,850.00- can be gift from parents, friends, etc.
Build "IOUITY" while In scnoo II
Call Realty One Centre 322-2700
~
) Brent Dildine
. QJe I r····
.•••••••• _ .• :< 853-3552 ~m~,...,...,....... ~.
$600,000 by keeping vacant
positions at BSU unfilled.
While Ruch said the cuts
will "not require any reductions
in our current faculty or staff
work force," the new plan will
mean holding off on hiring.
"It is necessary at this time
to require that no offer of
employment be extended to any
candidate without prior final
approval by the president,
provost or appropriate vice
president," said Buster Neel,
BSU's vice president for
finance and administration.
This hiring cool-off applies
only to accounts funded by the
state. .
Ruch said these cuts are a
permanent holdback and require
"extensive planning and discus-
sian." He said a more detailed
plan will be drafted during this
semester.
In the meantime. individual
departments can calculate their
shares of the cut by deducting 2
percent from their original fis-
cal year 1996 budget allocation
for travel, other expenses-
excluding graduate fee
waivers-and capital outlay.
HUMPIN' HANNAHS
611 MAIN •BOISE ID .
Calendar of Events
WEDNESDA Y~EPTEM8ER. 20 H
ROCCI JOHNSON BAND- LADIES NITE
NO COVER - RECIEVE HANNAH BUCKS
(SPENDS LIKE MONEY)
THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 21 ST
TH ECLUB -R&B TOP 40
(NO COVER)
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22ND AND
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23RD
HOUSE OF HOI POLLOI
J4J-7557
I
"
New York S219~
; Boston $219·'
I W'ash,OC $2.19""
I; Auckland 5539'./1Melbourne $585"
I.Sydney $.585' i
,ICouncil Traveli
I! , .800.2-COUNClL .
~9W{j:tl@nM
BSU CAREER-FAIR '95
Wednesday, September 27, 9:30 am - 3:00 pm,SUB Jordan Ballroom
-
These organizations and more will be there!
Boise Independent School District
Coopers & Lybrand
Gonzaga University School of Law
Idaho State Department of Correction
JR Simplot Company
Life Care Center of Boise
Micron Construction
Micron Custom Manufacturing Services
Micron Technology
Morrison Knudsen Corporation
Oregon State Police
St. Alphonsus Medical Center
St. Luke's Medical Center
Treasure Valley Manor
US Bureau of Land Management
US Marshals Service
West One Bancorp
Zilog, Inc.
Witt prizes!
.ster toRegt
A MICRON COMPUTER donated by Micron Technology
$1()()BSU Bookstore Gift Certificate, Portable CD Player, Walkman
Airline Ticker.(donated by. Southwest Airlines)
Job-Search Directory, & More!
LeamAbout Employers, .Graduate Schools, Internships;"Requirements,.Make Contacts,-Net~rk'
. Sponsored by theBSU 'Career Center .
por Jose Guillermo Uribe
I
"jViva Mexicolj Viva Mexico! [Viva
Mexico!" grit6 el cura Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla a las seis de la manana del 16 de
septiembre de 1810 desde su pequefia
Iglesia en Dolores Hidalgo, Guanajuato,
Mexico.
Esta fecha marco el comienzo de una
lucha: 1a lucha de independencia de un
pueblo que habfa estado bajo la opresion
del pueblo espariol durante aproximada-
mente 200 afios.
Los criollos de la clase media tenfan
Ia:idea y la esperanza de alcanzar lainde-
-,; :;.....: :';: ' .:' ,:: ":,:::1 - i.': I
,HI cura Miguel
Hidalgo y Costilla con-
voC6 a mfsa desde su
iglesia en Dolores: una
,Wisa de independencia.
Alrededor de 600 hom-
bres se, juntaron esa
madrugada del 16 de
septiernbre: y en .pocos
dfas se reunieron cerca
'de cien mil. Morenitos
y criollos lucharon y
tomaron las ciudades
que estaban bajo el
poder de los espafioles, .
Hidalgo y sus hombres fueronderro-
tad os poco despues de intentar tomar la
Ciudad de Mexico y tuvteron que huir al
norte. Al huir, Ignacio Lopez Rayon,
estaba tratando de reunir a los insur-
gentes .:....ias personas que no querfan el
gobiernodesde Espana- y estos
siguferon peleando.
EI cura, Jose Marfa Morelos y Pavon,
,fue otro lider del movimiento; trasel
"Grito de Independencia" comenzo- una
silenciosa actividad revolucionaria en el
sur del pais, siendo fusilado cuatro afios
despues con honor y por su causa.
Despues de propuestas, mini-constitu-
ci~I1~,';y,m~~a.q~s!/I?~,gru~s: ,~e p':~,~i,eron
pendencia; 10 mismo deseaban criollos
ricos, hacendados y mineros, pues tam-
poco querfan com partir la riqueza de su
patria con la gente de Espana.'
Unos y otros buscaban sacudirse el
yugo y encontraron la oportunidad en
1808 cuando Napoleon, el emperador de
Francia, ocupo Espaiia con su ejercito,
Los espaiioles, por supuesto, se
opusieron a los invasores franceses.
Mientras tanto, la gente de Nueva
Espana (Mexico, Centroamerica, y parte
de 10 Estados Unidos), que ya no se sen-
tfa espanola, tratd de aprovechar la opor-
tunidad para hacerse independiente.
En todo Mexico se sentia la necesidad
de'ser libre;
"v" .--.-,,...,.-''''-M'- '..' , . '•. ' -"- ..••,. --I'···h-·--·-· ( - ,......." f·· '.' .•• ' I"'''''' '. ", ...- " ••.. ...- .-,,va eXlco " ,,'·e .>ry ·0' :
Me'xican, ,Ind~pendence
t,~ .' ..'8UTI~';\- '-- --" ., ., .:..,__ -..;.. -..;..-_-..;.. 'WEONESOAt'SUTEMBER 20,'·'99!~fHE~AR8/TER
::i ii.,~':~·)iL··~}!t:'~~" ':.21." ·"l'a.:t ;:.a
I "'oj ;." •'1liva ':,Mexico"el"Grito
'. .'" , . ,-,-: \ . .'~.. . ~.- . ; \ . " ,
de :1~.ll'Idependencia
Mexlcaria"
, ,~P.\!'E';;:::l!~ .,t~~ ...~9ntinl1.ef:l)?
~l'iglit;~'1'><;':;:"':\
.Anotlier priest,Jose Maria
M~rel() ,y Pavon, led the
'mgvement and frolll the Shout
of Independence he led a
silent campaign, forindepen-
dencein the south. He lost his
, life four years later as he con-
" tinued to figi)tfor,the cause
'. ' : of in<!.ep,endel\ce., "
Spanish., " E~~ven years 'iater, ,after a number of
Many looked to shed ~Mbi!f,d!'1}pf the ':,pr9Pos~ls~ iilrni:co'~s'iit~ti~ns arid ag~ree•
.... __ ..... _ ......'.;...'..... .... _' ';;.' ..__ ,c?n,q~ered, a~d th~. opportu- . ,ments, 'th~ group'S :agr~ed toplacecriollo
(" < 1°" .,,',. ,. ~""" ntty came In 189~._~hen, Cqlone' ~gustbl'lturbide,-at.:th~head·,-of:
, VI·' .. ' ... " V· . .... 'A" . French Emperor Napoleon the new state.",' , ,< .
',_" '. . -, . • conquere~ Spain. Of course ' lturbicit?':s,~pp.o.rte;d.;)1~t:~nl'y byth~
, , " th.e Spa~lsh ~ent to battle Spanis'hanBc.riolfCisbuta1so by the
With the mvadm~ French. Church,'made a~'pac::t with -Vicente
,In the meantime, the peo- Guerrero leaderof the force to' the south
pie of New ~pain (Mexico, against V:hom he had been in combat.t
Central Amenca, and part of Iturbide declared ,Mexico "an
the United States) w.ho ~id independent state Sept. 27, 1821.
not feel a part of Spam tned The night of Sept. 15 is celebrated
to take .advant~ge. of the mightily throughout Mexico. People get
opportuOity to gam mdepen- together in public buildings in every town
____________________ dence for the~selves.. in Mexico to hear the historic cry from
Talk. of lOde~endence the town of Dolores. Typical Mexican
Viva Mexico! Viva Mexico! Viva swept through what IS now MeXICO. food fireworks confetti noisemakers
Mexico" cries priest Miguel Hidalgo y Hidalgo y <?o~tilla, from. his church in and ~f course Mexican fl~gs abound in
Costilla from a small church in Dolores Dolores, admJOlstered an Independence these celebrations, as the country is
Hidalgo, Guanajuato, Mexico, at 6 mass .. Abo~t 600 men gathered at dawn dressed in green, white and red during the
o'clock the morning of Sept. 16, 1810. that histone day, and a. few da~s after entire month of September, contrary to
This date marked the beginning of a bat- a~?ut 100,000 began to fight, taking over the celebration of el Cinco de Mayo,
tie for independence of a people who had cIties th~t ?ad ~een under the power of which is popular in the United States.
been oppressed by Spain for about 200 the SpaOlsh emplfe.. Independence Day typifies Mexican
years. Just aft~r Hld,algo and hiS army w~re life in many ways. To me it means love
CrioUos of the middle class had the d~feated 10 trying ,to capture MeXICO and respect to the symbols of Mexico,
idea and hope of gaining independence, City, they w~re force~ to flee to the because my grandparents fought so that
as did the upper class criollos,landown. n~rth.In ~eelllg, IgnacI~ Lop'ez RaYQn Mexico could stand as aJib~ratedcoun-
ers and miners whodi(( notwantto share c t~led,to.uDlte the'revolutlOnanes-those try. . .
the wealth of their homeland with the .. whodld not want-government from .
MEXICO!
. ,,'·i " "" .
English traoslationby. Alan "Corky" Hansen
de acuerdo once ados. despues y pro-
pusieron como 'jefe, al coronel criollo
Agustin de Iturbide,
Iturbide, apoyado no s610 por los
espafioles y criollos ricos, sino tambien
por las autoridades de la Iglesia, hizo un
pacto con Vicente Guerrero jefe de una
guerrilla del sur contra quien habfa esta-
do ·combatiendo.
EI 27 de septiembre de 1821, Iturbide
de¢(ar6 Mexico un gobiemo independi-
ente,
Lanoche del 15 de septiernbre se eel-
ebra en grande en todo Mexico: la gente
se reune en los palacios municipales de
todas las poblaciones de Mexico para
escuchar el grito de Dolores. Alrededor
de estos lugares hay puestos de com ida
tfpica mexicana, de fuegos artificiales, de
confetf y serpentinas y por ultimo, de
banderas mexicanas.
Mexico se viste de verde, blanco y
rojo durante todo este meso Esta es una
celebracion grandiosa, contraria a la eel-
ebracion del aclamado cinco de mayo
que se celebra en los Estados Unidos.
El dfa de Independencia significa
muchas cosas para los mexicanos. Para
mf, significa amor y respeto a sus sfrnbo-
los porque mis abuelos lucharon para
que mi Mexico fuera un pars Iibre. ,I
. '.~,
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DanSldnner
Environmental Editor
Strangely opposite to this, Terry There is no way the road could allow car
Sexton, .of the Idaho City Di!itli~t (where" or even motorcycle access, It is virtually
this all took place) claimed that roads.' gone; , .' ,. ',.
were damaged, and repair has been ongo-' The road's obliteration is- certainly a .
ing since the storms. sign of "exacerbating the problem."
The Idaho Sporting Congress thinks On top of this, Ron Mitchell, executive
neither of these men is telling the whole director of ISC, made the' statement
truth. In an impressive collection of pho- backed up with pictures that "They [the
tographs and film shot from the air, ISC USFS] promised to storm-proof 80 miles
has documented the land taking a beating of roads and illegally didn't. They ilIegal-
from erosion in the roaded bumed areas. Iy constructed 13miles of new road. They
ISC biologist Steve Davis detailed at illegally switched from helicopter logging
least 30 places downstream from the to ground based tractor-jammer-the
reported slide where roads, cut and fill most destructive kind-e-in Trapper Creek.
slopes collapsed and culverts plugged and And we caught them illegally building a
then blew out. . totally unauthorized new road all within
, The footage shot from the air showed the area"
obvious signs of roads within Trapper and What remains now are tons of sedi-
Steep Creeks drainages dumping huge ment in the river choking the fish and
amounts of sediment into the watershed, dirtying the words of the Forest Service.
When Sexton was asked if logging' All of this terrain is a part of the Boise
roads had anything to do with the erosion, River Wildfire Recovery Project. The area
he stated, "I would say not at all, actually is closed to the public and is the sight of
I am emphatic about it. I don't think the the biggest timber sale in the Northern
roads even exacerbated the problem Rockies,
either." Considering the fact that it is a "sal-
Right now in the middle of the Bear vage" sale, it is protected by new legisla-
River below Steep Creek is a culvert, This tion from environmental law and judicial
corrugated steel tube was once a part of a review. The project is literally exempt
logging road. It has now washed down the from laws such as the Endangered
mountain in the midst of tons of mud Species Act, the Clean Water Act and the
leaving a thirty-foot swath out of the road. National Forests Management Act.
This is relevant considering the
streams'aJldrivers are habitat for the
tnr~t~(e_d ~ull ffo:ut~.!J~tl~~;~f the
species was stopped aftertheForest
Service claimed it would use new prac-
tices in logging critical habitat. If the law
would have been obeyed, protection for
the riparian areas would have been
assured and tons of sediment would not
be in the river.
Mitchell said "this is exactly why we
need the Endangered Species Act
enforced, Had the law been obeyed and
bull trout listed, this disaster wouldn't
have been allowed. Now, my children
will never catch bull trout here as I'did."
When asked about bull trout in the
area, Sexton said that a recent survey "did
not find any bull trout. There are no bull
trout in the North Fork right now," He
also stated bull trout were found in earlier
surveys.
It is clear that what was once prime
habitat is now decimated, Between roads,
thunderstorms, logging and fires, we have
wiped out an already threatened species in
the area,
What remains now are tons of sedi-
ment and vague deceptions by those in
charge.
Roads are doing good forone commu-
nity tight now: loggers,
The mud is both sliding and being
slung in the Boise National Forest right
now.
In the past two months, two thunder-
bursts have brought streams and rivers
massive sediment loads. One mudslide on
the North Fork of the Boise River literally
shifted the channel 100 yards while
depositing some 150,000 cubic yards of
mud into the river.
What has not been reported is the fact
that this slide was only a portion of the
intensive erosion caused within the area.
The Forest Service failed to report sim-
ilar "blowouts" throughout the watershed
below the slide' reported, Trapper, Wren,
and Steep Creeks were all the sights of
similar erosion. Granted, they were not as
large, but were enough to bring water to a
standstill with damns of debris backing
water up hundreds of yards.
When asked whether logging roads
had anything to do with the erosion, Boise
National Forest Spokesman Frank Carroll
responded that this was "a common
myth,"
He went on to state that "the roads are
the only thing left standing. They are in
perfect condition,"
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Nick canJ50, Jr. Center's p~mary p~rpose is to
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Educational and general counseling, special ser- 1223, 0
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1583:. g, p,. 109 Insure.ybur success at BSU!
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improve their life situations.
And, of the students who I mow
will be struggling with the
effects of social isolation and
schedule overload this semester.
I would encourage-them to
watch their PACE. That is:
. People: Include them in your
plans for a semester and beware
of the many demands that can
disconnect you from your social
network.
Attitude: Keep it positive by
setting realistic goals. Allow
enough time to accomplish
them.
Control: Know what is within
your reach and let go of what is
not. Maintain a balance between
productivity, personal and inter-
personal time.
Exercise: This should be
done on a regular basis as a
means to stay fit and dissipate
excess stress.
While the above may be good
advice (I'll try to follow it), it is
still a challenge to pull it off. If
you could use a good listener
and coach to help create an
improved version of your typical
approach, come see me (or any
one of our outstanding coun-
selors). The Counseling Center
is located on the sixth floor of
the Education Building. Our
professional services are free of
charge to any student who is
enrolled for six credits or more.
An appointment can be sched-
uled by calling Clare or Lynn at
385-1601.
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Finding Time for the Inter (Personal) Net
Exactly who's fault is it? ~e.w.
Jim Nicholson, Ph.D.
As two of my friends and I
ran along the greenbelt last
week, we waxed philosophically
as we tried to define and solve
the problems of the world. As
usual, we fell a bit short of the
ultimate solutions, but enjoyed
the effort and got a great work-
out. Both friends mentioned a
recent article (Wright, R. Time,
August 28, 1995), that I found
on my desk that afternoon. The
cover page mentioned anxiety
and depression and the evolution
of these maladies. I was hooked
so I read on. _
Although I have been a pro-
fessional psychologist for a
quarter of a century, the phrase
"evolutionary psychology" was
new for me and offered an inter-
esting perspective. The major
thesis involves the mismatch
between the human predisposi-
tion toward social connectedness
that has evolved over many
thousands of years and our rapid
shift toward fast paced lifestyles
of modern urbanization. The
result: social isolation that robs
us of the intimacy and interper-
sonalcontact that all of us need.
An isolation that may threaten
civility, the gentler/compassion-
ate side of humankind that ironi-
cally falls victim to "civiliza- -
tion." This results sometimes in
its harsher version, a primary
cause of chronic, debilitating
anxiety and depression, along
with other byproducts of moder-
nity. Many features of contem-
porary society seem to operate
in stark contrast to our need for
social rootedness. Three forces
seem to hit particulary hard: iso-
lating technologies, rapid
change and the capitalistic drive
illusion that "more is better."
Only in the past few decades
have technologies enabled all
members of entire social units to
customize their individual enter-
tainment at the expense of social
gatherings, creating solitary
gratification without risking any
social interaction. Wright identi-
fies the television as the ultimate
isolating technology and says,
"When you're watching TV 28
hours a week-as the average
American does-that's a lot of
bonding you're not doing." He
suggests that computer technolo-
gy may further isolate, even
though Internet has the potential
for "knitting congenial souls
together." However, until virtual
reality is able to incorporate
visual and tacticle contact, it
will remain as only a distraction
to more direct social gratifica-
tion while adding to the poten-
tially damaging psychological
effects of information overload.
He also offered an apt metaphor
for the isolating technologies:
the garage door opener (and
closer). It captures asocial sub-
urbanization with the ability to
come and go without ever greet-
ing your neighbor. Some resi-
dential planners have suggested
designing neighborhoods to fos-
ter affiliation through pedestrian
paths, front porches and com-
mon recreational spaces. It may
be a good idea. It makes me
wonder what could be done at
Boise State University to engi-
neer more social involvement.
I remember reading Toffler's
classic Future Shock and his
predictions regarding the devas-
tating psychological effects of
unabated change. He suggested
that our generation would wit-
ness more technological change
than in the combined experience
throughout the history of
humanity. Change so rapid and
profound that it would bury
many along its path and alter the
very nature of the human condi-
tion: Holmes and Rahe further
documented the negative effects
of too much change with too lit-
tle time to assimilate it. The
result: increased risk of physical
and psychological problems. Of
course, one life change often
triggers related changes creating
a spiraling cumulative effect.
Ouch! Look at all of the changes
you plug in with a single deci-
sion to start school, end a rela-
tionship, or move to a new loca-
tion. Take a moment and survey
the amount of change that you
have experienced in the last
year. How are you holding up?
Wright also mentions a com-
mon illusion that further
impedes our basic tendency
toward social connectedness: the
illusion that more material gain
will make us happier. He notes
an evolutionary based tendency
to compare our material with
those around us. At a time and
place in history where per capita
income has grown so dramati- .
cally, this tendency to compare
has pushed many into a relent-
less cycle of striving at the r
expense of maintaining healthy
relationships. Sadly, I hear the
story all too often as I listen to
students describe failing rela-
tionships. They blame them-
selves or point to faults in the
other person, but rarely attribute
their conflict to the compulsive
drive for the symbols of accom-
plishment. As Wright concludes,
"The pursuit of MORE can keep
us from better knowing our
neighbors, better loving our
kin-in general, from cultivat-
ing the warm, affiliative side of
human nature whose roots sci-
ence is just now starting to fath-
om."
So there is part of my reac-
tion to this notion of evolution-
ary psychology and the essen-
tialness of our social founda-
tions. It evoked a personal
assessment of my own lifestyle,
ideas to share in my abnormal
psychology class, and more
questions than answers. It also
brought up images of some of
the many individuals who have
shared their concerns with me
over the years in an effort to
By Joe Relk
Staff Writer
The Tony Hilde police wrestlemania
caused quite a ruckus last week, especial-
ly when augmented by an issue of the
Statesman which profiled BSU football
players, not for their exemplary playing
skills, but for their rap sheets. Although
the school had publicly admitted to 8
unlawful incidents by team, the
Statesman went to public police records
and found 17 non-traffic violations of
Ada county law. That lead to charges of
cover up, which the University denies as
simply sloppy record keeping on their
part. Either way Boise State apologized
prophetically for the oversight, an apolo-
gy that seemed proper at the time. But
what are they really apologizing for? Is
the University responsible for studen con-
duct? Are athletes a special case?
Though I'm not excusing the behavior
of these players, I have a difficult time
trying to logically make out the cause -~
effect relationship bCtweenoff l:llmpus
behavior and the privilege of playing
sports. Drama majors aren't kicked off of
productions for getting drunk downtown,
business majors don't get suspended
from student business organizations for
failing to pay child support, debate team
members aren't barred from debating for
fist fights. Why do we set higher moral
standards for our athletes? What logical
link is there between running around with
a pigskin and highmoral character?
Surprise OJ fans! There isn't one. Players
aren't paid to be moral figures or "role
models," that's our misconception.
This brings me back to Tony Hilde.
There is not a rule or regulation that bars
him from playing in lue of his current
altercation with the law. No one is doing
him any favors, except maybe coach
Allen. If the community has a problem
with that they should change the system
that allows it to happen. Otherwise, they
should shut up and get off Tony Hilde's
back. But bewarned outraged public, you
may not be able to have a championship
ealiber teaftlwith a roaster of Ned
Flanders and Fred-Rogers. .
Our bCbavior shows athletes what is
important through ticket sales, scholar-
ships and endorsements. People show up It is these "boosters" who are at least
to games not when players do the right partially to blame for the deteriorating
thing, but when they stomp all over the public school system. Don't strain your
other team. If it was really important to brain trying to figure out why the
the public to have "nice guys" playing Japanese and Europeans are overtaking
sports, we'd still have Skip Hall. Coach us in industry, technology and lower
Pokey Allen came to town amid demands crime rates. Look at their schools with
about "turning the team around" and their odd preoccupation with reading,
finally beating Idaho.Well, he turned writing, science, language and skills.
them around quite well and the team They actually give their scholarships to,
entertained and won. I don't recall any well, .... SCHOLARS! American soci-
public outcry to have smarter, or nicer, or ety's emphasis on entertainment and pub-
untroubled players on the team. lie titillation is at the expense of learning
So the question shouldn't be "how and progress, and will, not surprisingly,
could these boys do such things," but strengthen our position as the worlds
rather "why is it important for us to sup- foremost producer of athletes and enter-
port an educational system that allows tainers. Unfortunately, they are increas-
criminals to go to school on scholar- ingly likely to work for teams and com-
ships." The blame is ours. Players are panies owned by other countries. The
only taking advantage of our desire to be outrage I feel isn't towards Hilde, but that
entertained and tantalized at the expense the conduct of student athletes makes the
of education. The same people who cover of newspapers instead of the .per-
fanatically support the way our school formeee of our school sYS,~~ We fiddle,
system currentlfempbasizes Profess1()naI:;.~t·s.~g .¥t-songs; -wh'iJe~~b~.l . t
sPortS have no right to be'outragcd by'abC ". hope ~ _aienot deStiftcd ~'·6c~~·eoUrt
conduct of their student athletes. They - jester' of the 'world, though itlppears to
created their own monster. be our endeavor.
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A Tale of Two Stories
that the case was resolved too late for
her to abort. She gave up the child.
She was so far out of the loop that she
learned of the Supreme Court victory
from newspapers.
Even after going public in 1989 to
help fight the Supreme Court nomina-
tion of anti-Roe judge Robert Bork,
McCorvey felt HI-matched with the
abortion rights leaders who threw a
20th anniversary party for Roe v.
Wade in Washington without even
inviting her.
"It was her story and her situation
that was the symbol for the move-
ment,not Norma Mcc:orvey herself,"
commented Susan Hill of the National
, Women's, Health Organization to
ABC. News concerning Miss
McCorvey's conversion. Ms.
Weddington said to Washington Post
reporters, "Luckily, it doesn't matter
what Norma McCorvey's doing
today."
Moreover, if McCorvey does go to
work for Operation Rescue, she will
undoubtedly be the first volunteer to
support a woman's right to a first-
trimester abortion. Her new Christian
friends will also have to come to
terms with her 26-year, live-in, les-
bian relationship that still continues.
"Don't let the bastards wear you
down!" a talk-show host told -Norrna
McCorvey at the end of his interview
with the abortion clinic's director of
marketing. Norma, known as the
famous "Jane Roe," then ended the
interview by calling OR national
director Flip Benham a few choice
expletives of' her own. She used to
call over to OR's headquarters next
door and mock the former bartender
and recovering alcoholic: "Hey Flip,
I've been killing babies over here all
day-ya got any new recipes for
Manhattans?"
In fact, Norma McCorvey was
depressed. Her lesbian lifestyle had
not met her inner needs.' The drugs
Norma told ABC she felt mistreat-
ed by abortion rights leaders.
"I felt like they only cared about
what I could do for them, not what
they could do for me."
Norma also said her Christian
friends in OR "accept me as who I
am, not what I've done or what I can
do, for them."
Reaction within the Christian com-
munity has been cautious. Some com-
ment that McCorVey should avoid the
limelight in spite of her "celebrity
convert" status. Charles Colson, who
was, imprisoned for Watergate-related
offenses, found himself subject to
intense media scrutiny after his con-
version in 1973. Colson, founder of
Prison Fellowship, said church con-
gregations "need to take (well-known
converts) in. Disciple them and love
them,but don't exploit them."
McCorvey has withdrawn from the
media spotlight, indicating her sensi-
tivity to past experiences withthe pro-
abortion movement.
"I've been exploited enough to last
a lifetime," she said.
Much has been made about her les-
bian relationship. Benham says that
McCorvey's relationship with "Miss
Connie ... who kept her alive through
overdoses and drunkenness ... is basi-
,can)' for a,ll ,iJ,\te,nt:>andpurposes: sun-:
ply a strong friendship between room-
maibs,now.'Th'efelias be~n '0'0'tesl5i~iJ
sex for years."
When asked when first-trimester
abortions, should be allowed, Norma
cites a threat to the life of the mother
and fetal deformity. In 1989, Gannett
News Service reported McCorvey's
daughter had been located and she
was strongly pro-life.
Which version fits your worldview
grid easier? Both describe the same
story. They just use different refer-
ences. Think about it the next time
you read something "hot off the
press."
she took to kill the pain of working in
an abortion clinic didn't last.
McCorvey was having second
thoughts. They were coming around
with greater and shattering frequency.
To add to matters, the elites of the
pro-choice movement continued to
disparage her. She knew now that
local attorney Sarah Weddington had'
used her in 1973 to achieve her own'
goal of becoming a superstar Supreme
Court attorney.
On the other hand, the pro· life
folks who had moved next door were
getting harder to hate. Norma
befriended two little girls, whose
mother, Rhonda Mackey, brought
them with her to work as a volunteer
. at OR.
"They would see (Miss McCorvey)
out at the clinic, and they'd say,
"There's Miss Normal There's Miss
Norma!' The little girls would run and,
give her hugs," Mackey said.
Norma then started coming over to
OR headquarters to visit the girls,
where she was able to strike up a
friendship with Flip Benman, who
apologized to her for some of the
hurtful words he had said to her at her
book signing.
One of the girls invited Norma to
church. Two weeks later, Norma
.went. She eventually, received Christ
as her Savior and asked Benham, a
Free Methodist minister, to baptize
her. Norma told ABC's Nightline host
Ted Koppel. "I don't think the pro-
abortion movement is the issue here.
I've found a spiritual path with Jesus
Christ." Norma added, "I think abor-
tion is wrong. I think what I did with
Roe v.Wade was wrong. I will hold a
pro-life position for the rest of my
life."
Meanwhile, Norma McCorvey's
former handlers have played down her
conversion and change of mind.
"The Roe decision isn't about any
individual woman," Michelman said.
Bruce McCluggage
COLUMNIST
She said she'd been raped. She was
pregnant. She wanted an abortion but
couldn't get one according to Texas
law in the early 1970s. Her name IS
Norma McCorvey and she eventually
became "Jane Roe" in the famous Roe
v. Wade U.S. Supreme Court case that
legalized abortion in 1973. Last
month she jumped ship-s-she.jolned
with the abortion foes. '
"The ani-choice people will just
have a field day with this," Kate
Michelman said. Michelman is the
president of the National Abortion
and Reproductive Rights Action
, League. "I. am' concerned about the
anti-choice movement exploiting this
and exploiting her," she said on ABC
News.
A national icon for millions of
admirers, McCorvey also had become
a drug addict and dealer; someone so
spiritually needy that she ran through
religions as if channel surfing. So it
figures that on Monday, Aug. 6 she is
working for A Choice for Women
abortion cl in ic in Dallas and on
Thursday she's announcing her bap-
tism in a swimming pool by miriister
Flip Benham who 'also heads the anti- '
abortion group'Op(lration Rescue
(OR). She also said she would now do
volunteer work for Operation Rescue
while "serving the Lord and helping
women save babies."
McCorvey was always a Roe of
convenience. Sarah Weddington, one
of the lawyers who recrui ted
McCorvey and took RQe v. Wade to
the Supreme Court, had already
planned a legal challenge to the
nation's abortion laws as early as
1970. "Norma McCorvey didn't even
have an abortion," commented Ms.
Weddington upon hearing the news.
McCorvey always resented the fact
r---------------------------------,
THE BOISE PEDDLERS FAIR
Antiques & Collectibles Show & Sale
23 - 24Sept. 22
30.00YOU,could camon your first donation
MUST BE 18
YRS. OLD.
SHOW
PROOF OF
CURRENT
ADDRESS
WITH
PHOTO I,D.
FRIDAY
4:00 pm . 9:00 pm
SATURDAY
10:00 am to 6:00 pm
SUNDAY
II:00 am to 4:00 pm
$15.00 if you donate alone
+$5.00 if you show college I.D.(1st visit)
+$10.00/per person if you recruit
someone and they donate0'_--..------.--------------------.. _.--------
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Boise, Idaho
338·0613
HOURS: Tuesday-Saturday
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with this Card $2.50
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BSU PAVILION
1910 University Drive
(Boise State University)
Walter Larsen, Director
Glass Repair & Furniture Restoration Services~~= =~~
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In keeping with her belief that
clothing should reflect the whole
person and not just the surface,
------------------------;;.., Lappin gravitated to the'Moth· er's WI·11look deconstruction style ofdesign, a style that the
t th d h · constantly changing fash-a e resst .eIf ion world whizzed througha few years ago.
daughter's t t· "I'm abig fan of dec on-wan· 0 struction," she says. "The
b d h
whole idea of that is touy an tl ~'11 say take something apart and
, , then examine the pieces or'Oh my Go ,1·t'S not what makes it the wholeand then sometimes
assembling it a differenteVen fini shed '.' way. I like to leave things
unfinished, or maybe doM L· some things the easiest-- aureen app In wa~I~~~~i~:~erial doesn't
require a hem by its
nature, then I don't put one
in. It's laziness or it's
working with the nature of what-
ever it is.
Just in
order to
leave
things a lit-
tle undone.
Or some-
thing that
BY RHETITANNER
CoverStory Editor
"Some or these kids Is doln' his own
thing, some of these kids just Isn't the
same .... "
...a white supremacist, decked out
from head to toe In white robes •••
...a cowboy, ruggedly sporting boots,
Wranglers, and jaunty felt hat. ••
;..a musician, clad In a simple dress
made from a Superman sheet. ..
...a model, Dowlng down a runway In
a long, topless evening gown ...
The topic is
Idaho fashion.
Which of these
people are not
a part of
Idaho's fash-
ion world?
Any guess-
es?
OK, time's
up, and yes,
folks, I set
ya'll up. When
it comes to
being a part of
Idaho's fash-
ion world, all
four of these
descriptions
fall belong.
All of these
kids are doin'
the same thing.
Superman dresses? Topless evening
gowns? Eh? Though you might not have
known it, Idaho-s-and Boise in particular-s-
is the home of a growing fashion scene.
And yes, there 'are Superman dresses
and topless gowns. .
Granted, Idaho is not kri~Wn for'itS con-
tributions or achievements in the 'world of
Fashion in
fashion.
(For that.
matter,
Idaho
isn't
known
for much
of any-
thing-anything good, that is.) We in
Idaho are .always the last place to get the
new movies and the last place to catch the
latest styles. If they get here at all.
As a result of Idaho's backwater status,
the world of fashion is surrounded-
steeped-in misconception. Or naivete. For
example, many people believe that the sole
job of the fashion designer is to make
clothing for everyone to wear. And so
these people are repeatedly shocked When
they see fashion shows or photos in fashion
magazines. Their gut reactions: "Where the
hell would you wear something like
that?!?"
However, fashion is not simply about
making clothes. Fashion is art. And beyond
that, fashion is politics. .
the Potato
••• maybe catches someone's attention .
"Mother's will look at the dress their
daughter's want to buy and they'll say, 'Oh
my God, it's not even finished!"
Deconstruction is about breaking things
apart to see what they're all about.
Examining the pieces. Discovering their
uses, their worth. Deconstruction is about
going to sources-s-of feelings, of insecuri-
ties, of security. Items from childhood
creep naturally into Lappin's work.
"I find things that mean something to
me, whether it's moonboots or that softy
thing around the bottom of the blanket." Or
bright orange dingle balls. Or superh e r0
sheets.
Once things have been torn apart,
though, they m us t be put together-
often in ways that bear little resembleneeto
the originals ..And with the assemblage
comes a looking ahead, a hope for the
future. The
future is another great influence in
Lappin's work,
"I'm just so looking forward to themil-
lennium, and so I'm always looking for-
ward into the future. I'm very futuristic.
I'm always looking for futuristic things.I
use silver thread in everything, That's my
idea of the common thread that runs
"I'm interested in making fashion more
of a language and changing the language
that it is," says Maureen Lappin, one of
Boise's new fashion designers. "I like
appropriating items or icons and then sort
of changing them and remaking them in
some way.
"My overall philosophy is just trying- to
make fashion more than just what you're
putting on your surface in order to be sexy
if your a woman or a man . .I'm not interest-
ed in that angle.
"I'm more interested in the clothing
being a reflection of the mindset of the per-
son wearing it. I believe that people should
dress to please themselves."
A co-owner of Retrospect, an alterna-
tive clothing store in downtown Boise,
Lappin has been working around clothing
for seven years. However, she didn't begin
designing until two years ago.
"I hesitate to even sayit's designing,"
she says. "I don't sew. I'm not really inter-
ested in learning how to sew, personally.
From the tailoring point of view-why
something fits the way it does-I don't
have a clue. I don't know anything about
that.
"And I thinkthat sewing and
tailoring is definitely necessary.
Not for me, but for the world of
fashion."
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l How to
~akea'
I Shrew
II Lappin has two lines of clothing,
~hrew, for women, and Shrewd, for
plen. She uses the same basic pat-
ferns for her clothing: a basic A-line
Eliniskirt, baggy pants, slip dress.
fach piece of clothing is not the
same, though. .
! "I use the same patterns, but I
\
emake them in different fabrics. I
ettle on one cut that I like, but then I
hoose materials that mean some-
thing to me for some reason. And I
~ryto adapt as many kinds of materi-
al into the same pattern."
, For example, Lappin had 300
dresses made from the same pattern,
a basic slip dress. However, the fab-
ric is different, chosen based on intu-
ition and availability.
Sometimes Lappin finds an
already existing item of clothing and
adapts it. For example, a bright
orange sweater, found at Savers"
becomes one of her own pieces with
the addition of a devil patch and reflector
tape along the arms. .
A classic example of Lappin's desire to
change language can be found in the most
popular of her line of t-shirts, the "Shrew"
t-shirt, For this design, she appropriated
the classic Chanel emblem, with the 2 C's
interlocking beneath the name, and
changed it to Shrew, with two S's inter-
locking.
"It's just taking a word, shrew, which is
normally an insult. A woman who's a
shrew is either a sharp-tongued woman or
a small, pointy-nosed rodent. Those are
your choices.
"So if we take back those kind of words
and change the meaning just by using them
over and over again in an unrelated way, it
can change the meaning of the word, take
away its power."
Fashion
Thought
--
A criticism that has often been leveled
at fashion designers and the fashion indus-
try as a whole is that they exploit women,
that they objectify women, making them
mere objects under the gaze of men.
Lappin, who characterizes herself as a fem-
inist, believes that the male gaze is
unavoidable.
"There's no way around it. Not unless
you join a monastery or wear something
head to toe all the time, you can't avoid it.
No woman can avoid it So you might as
well give them Something that makes them
think. I guess I like to makepeoplethlnk,"
One of the ways Lappin makes people
think is by confusing them, by making
them stop, scratch their heads, and say,
"Eh?"
"I did a bunch of dresses and pants
made out of sheets, like Barbie doll sheets
made into pants and superheros sheets, like
superman and He-Man of the Universe,
made into dresses. Things that are sort of
confusing to people or make them, maybe,
think a little more.
"When people wear those
Shrew/Chanel t-shirts," Lappin says, "they
are either loved or hated by the people that
they meet in a day. If you wear that shirt,
your experiences for the day change.
People either love it or they just can't
understand why someone would label
themselves that and then go out in the
world. Like saying, "nag" or "horrible per-
son." "Here I am, don't I look good."
Shrew Leaks
Out
Shrew and Shrewd are available in
Boise and, recently, in Sapporo, Japan,
where some friends of hers own a shop
similar to Retrospect. However, Lappin
acknowledges that her clothing isn't for
, everybody.
"Sometimes I sell a lot of stuff," she
says, "and sometimes I don't sell very
much stuff. So it's not really for every-
one."
And since Shrew and Shrewd aren't for
everyone, Lappin is content to see her
clothing leaving Boise in slow, informal
.'~~~p~'1-:;,~t,.:'?!f,:?~;-;:3>;;:.~c:~}':'~':,~:':>-
ways. "Hike 'the idea that a lot of people
who buy Shrew are, maybe, visiting here.
"This gal called me the other day from
Olympia. She's in a band up there, and
she'd been in here a few months ago and
saw the Superman dress. She couldn't stop
thinking of it. And so she called, and we
did a trade. She had some cool stuff that
she'd made.
"So I like the idea that there's Shrew
sort of leaking out into the world here and
there. I'm not pushing it, particularly."
Boise is-the
Place to Be
In spite of these successes, one can't
help but wonder about the possibilities
available to a designer such as Lappin in a
larger city, like Seattle or Portland.
However, she doesn't consider leaving
Boise.
"I've lived here my whole life off and
on," she says. "I'm not ever tempted to
leave really. I get to travel a lot with my
business. So I go to New York a few times
a year and San Francisco and whatnot. I
wouldn't leave here.
"Idon't feel like I'm a fashion designer
who needs to go out and try to sell Shrew
to the world or something like that. I don't
want to took at it like that. I don't really
see a financial end to it. So far, it pays for
itself. It's my expensive hobby."
And Boise is growing and diversifying.
Even over the past 5 years, Lappin has
noticed a change in the city's fashion.
scene. "I think Boise's really come a long
way," she says, "as farjust being able to
drive through town and see a lot of options
being expressed by people."
***
The road tocleaning up Id~ho:.s,attc:tel;1.\
·r ~~~~~~~~~~in~$~~~~~f~;:!
with positive images, is long. However,
when something positive from the potato
state finds its way into the worid-when
someone realizes that Idaho is not just red-
necks and white supremacists-a miscon-
ception slips.
Who knew it could be done with the
help of a shrew?
Boise designer Maureen Lappln(c81tIer),aeator qflhe shr'ew'ol1d shrewd clolhlng tines.,,
The third part of Dennett's book is the
prologue that, he admits, was" '" for my
family's benefit. I wrote it last because
that is when I really realized that this
book could hurt them unintentionally.
[However,] I had to say all this. It was a
cathartic experience. I wanted to say that
in rural Idaho it's okay to lust after forest
rangers. Then my parents could no longer
ignore who I was," said Dennett.
After 10 long years of inner turmoil
and want of self combustion, Dennett has
given himself access to peace of mind
and a Place of Shelter.
S'helter In· Ida'ho
California which was like a different world for Dennett.
Because Dennett was from Idaho, people thought he was stupid and the
California school system treated him poorly. But he lived through these
experiences until his family moved back to Parma when he was a junior in
high school
"It was like I had never left home," Dennett said. "Because I was
picked on, for the sole reason of being from Idaho, it was always there
with me. Idaho was always on my mind, whether it was mythic or not.
Going back was like never leaving."
Set in Idaho amid a farming community, Place of Shelter, tells the story
of Clinton, a young boy from a traditional family and Corey, a teenager
trying to escape the afflictions of an abusive father. The book deals with
the boys' love and sexuality as they confront adversity, encounter spiritu-
ality and turn into new beings.
Place of Shelter is "part truth, part
myth and part history," Dennett said. It
deals with things that he knows to be
true, things that he wishes were true and
the things that only a clear mind can'
imagine are true.
Originally, Dennett didn't intend to
write a book. The ending is a s~lOrtstory
that he wrote 10 years ago after his
father died -.The body of the novei was
written in only three. months.
"I danced professionally for twenty
years and ... enjoyed it but I knew I
wanted to do something else," he said as
his eyes lit up with whirling fires. "I
wrote what I wrote to give certain parts
of my life closure. I did it for me. So this
book happened pretty much by accident."
by Matthew I.K. Haynes
Staff Writer
Sitting with a small gray cat kneading his left leg, Nolan Dennett
signed copies of his debut novel, Place of Shelter, on Sept. 10 at Roads
Less Traveled, a gay and lesbian bookstore. His curious smile personified
natural simplicity, solace. Atop his head lay coarse; faded hair like that of
a wise, sun-beaten man. Yet in his eyes it was easy to see a world of
chaos. His face retained scars of the. past and deep lines read into his
future.
Now a professor of theater and dance at Western Washington
University in Bellingham, Dennett once lived a Mormon life in Parma,
Idaho until the fourth grade when his parents decided to move to
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Make it on "The Calendar" by sub-
mitting your stuff to Laura at: The
Arbiter, 1910 University Dr., Boise,
ID 83725; fax (208) 385-3198.
Submit no later than one week prior
to the event. Please include date,
time, location, cost and phone num-
ber.
Wednesday
,Sept. 2Ot'h'
• NATIONAL BANNED BOOKS
WEEK EXHIBIT at BSU's
Hemingway Western Studies
Center through Oct. 6. Videos
on censorship and a sculpture .
• THE RADIANT OBJECT:
SELF-TAUGHT ARTISTS
FROM THE VOLKERZ
COLLECTION on dis-:
play in Gallery 1,
Liberal Arts Building
at BSU through Oct.
6. Admission is free.
Hours for the exhibit
are 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through
Friday. 385-3994.
'IMAGES
ABROAD at
Student Union
Gallery in BSU's
SUB through Oct.
13. Photos from
travels abroad
taken by BSU fac-
ulty, staff and stu-
dents.
, REST STOP AND
STAGE on display
in Gallery 2, Campus
School at BSU
through Oct. 13. An
installation of
Plexiglass and steel
based on a rest stop,
truck stop and the Oregon
Trail station located in
Mayfield. Hours are 9 a.m,
to 6 p.m, Monday through
Friday 385-3994.
• POETIC IMAGES AND
NEON SCULPTURES on display
at Boise Art Museum through Oct.
22. Two collections that include realis-
tic images in unusual settings and neon
sculptures with radiant colors.
Tuesday-Friday, 10 a.m, to 5 p.m. and
weekends, noon to 5 p.rn. $3 general,
$2 seniors and college students, $1 stu-
dents grades i-iz, free for children
under six. 670 S. Julia Davis Dr. 345-
8330.
• AMERICANS AND THEIR CARS
on display at Boise Art Museum
" thmuihOct. 22. Paintings, pho,tos, .
drawings and etchings. Tuesday-
Friday, 10 aim. to 5 p.m. and week-
ends, noon to 5 p.m. $3 general, $2
seniors and college students, $1 stu-
dents grades 1-12, free for children
under six. 670 S. Julia Davis Dr. 345-
8330.
• THE ROCCI JOHNSON BAND at
Hannah's. Ladies' Night. No cover for
ladies and they receive four Hannah's
bucks. 9:30 p.m, $2 cover for men.
Ages 21 and over. 621 Main. 345-
7557.
• QUINTRON, BUTTERFLY TRAIN
AND POP TART at Neurolux. 9 p.m.
$3 cover. Ages 21 and over. 111 N.
11th. 343-0886.
• BLACK DIAMOND at Tom
Grainey's. 9:30 p.rn. Ages 21 and over.
6th & Main. 345-2505.
• SOUL PURPOSE at Grainey's
Basement. 9:45 p.m, Ages 21 and over.
107 S. 6th. 345-2955.
T'hursday
Sept.
21st
• ALL BUT THE WALTZ
book discussion at Boise
Public Library. Author
Dr. Mary Clearman
Blew will discuss her
book All But the
Waltz: Essays on a
Montana Family. 7
p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Free. 715 S. Capitol.
384-4076.
• THE TWO GEN-
TLEMENOF
VERONA at'the
Idaho Shakespeare
Festival amphithe-
ater. A madcap
comedy. Gates
open at 6:30 p.m.,
performance
begins at 8 p.m.
$13.30-$16.50.
Tickets available
through Select-a-
Seat or by calling
336-9221.
• VARDIS FISHER TRAVELING
EXHIBIT on display at Boise Public
Library through Sept. 27. Fisher is the
author ofMountain Men, which was
made into the film Jeremiah
Johnson. 715 S.
. Capitol. 384-
4078.
• DR. SWIFT at Dino's. Men's Best
Buns in 501's Contest. 9 p.m, No
cover. Ages 21 and over.
4802 Emerald. 345- .
2295.
The Calendar
BASILE
at The Funny
Bone. Bullwinkle
live! 8 p.m. $6. Ages 21
and over. 8th Street Marketplace.
331-BONE.
• THE
BLACK
ROSE
BAND at
Shorty's. Ladies' Night.
Drink specials. 9 p.m, No cover for
ladies. $2 cover for men. Ages 21 and
over. 5467 Glenwood. 323,,0555.
• GRAPE JAMwJnetasting and soft '
jazz jam session at Noodles. 5:30- 9:30 '. JOHNNY DVER at Blues Bouquet.
p.m. 800 W.ldaho. ' 9:15 p.m, Ages 21 and over.-l010
Main. 345-6605.
• FOOTLIGHT
FRENZY at Stage
Coach Theatre. A com-
edy. 8:15 p.m. p.m,
$7.50.2000 Kootenai.
Call for reservations. 342~
2000.
• BELL, BOOK & CANDLE
at Boise Little Theater.
Romantic comedy. 8 p.m, $6. 100
E. Fort. 342-5104.
• BASILE atThe Funny Bone. 8 p.m,
$6. Ages 21 and over. 8th Street
Marketplace. 331-BONE.
• THE CLUB at Hannah's. 9:30 p.m,
No cover. Ages 21 and over. 621 Main.
345-7557.
• THE TOADS at Mountain Billiards.
9 p.m, All ages. 15th and Grove. 342-
9974.
• DRSWIF'r at Dino's. 9 p.rn; '$2
cover. Ages 21 and over. 4802
Emerald. 345-2295.
• THE THIN BLUE LINE fibri in
BSU's Special Events Center.
Sponsored by SPB. 7 p.m. $2 general,
$1 students, faculty and staff. 385~
3655.
• RHYTHM MOB at Grainey's
BasementthrQugh Sept. 23 -,9:45 p.m •.
Ages 21 and over. 107 S. 6th. 345-
2955.
• STREETWISE at Dutch Goose Bar &
Grill through Sept 23. $2 cover. 21
and over after 9 p.m, 3515 W. State.
342-8887.
saturday
sept. 23rd
• THE PLATTERS at Nampa Civic
Center. 8 p.m. $13. 888-0007.
• ROSS CHARLES at Koffee Klatsch.
9 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. $2 cover. All
ages. 409 S. 8th. 345-0452.
• THE TOADS at Mountain Billiards.
9 p.m. All ages. 15th and Grove. 342-
9974.
• DANCE MUSIC at Bogie's. Free
beer from 9 p.m, to midnight. $5 cover.
Ages 18and over. 1124 Front. 342-
9663." .'
• CLUB '80S at Bogie's. Music from
the '~Os. 9 p.m, No cover. Ages 21 and
'. over; 1124 Front. 342-9663.
• BLOODLOSS, STUNTMAN AND
10TH ST. HORNETS at Neurolux.
. Check out Stuntman! 9 p.m. $3 cover.
Ages 21 and over1,111 N. 11th.
343-0886.
SUnday
sept.
"24t:h
• BASILE at The Funny Bone.
This is his last night Employees
of bars and restaurants receive
free admission with proof of
employment (check stub or ID
badge). $5. Ages 21 and over. 8th
Street Marketplace. 331-BONE.
• THE BLACK ROSE BAND
AND FREE DANCE LESSONS
at Shorty's. Lessons from 7:30-9
p.m. Music at 9 p.m. No cover.
Ages 21 and over. 5467
Glenwood. 323-0555.
• D.K. STEWART BAND at
Blues Bouquet 9:15 p.m. Ages 21
and over. 10tO Main. 345-6605.
• DJ. KEVIN at Neurolux. 9 p.m. No
cover. Ages 21 and over. 111 N. 11th.
343-0886.
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p.m. Music at 9 p.m. No cover. Ages open at 6:30 p.m., pefformance begins • TRAUMA HOUNDS at Tom 88'"t.. ~I:-I-·h·
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• HOOCHIE COOCHIE MEN at Blues
Bouquet. 9:15 p.m, 'Ages 21 and over;
1010 Main: 345-6605.- ,
• DJ. TIMOTHY TIM at Neurolux;
Alternative spins. $1 drafts. 9 p.m, No
cover. Ages 21 and over. 111 N. 11th.
343-0886.
• BLACK DIAMOND at Tom
Grainey's. 9:30 p.m. Ages 21and over.
6th & Main. 345-2505.
':.'-."
.-~..
• FOOTLIGHT FRENZY at Stage
Coach Theatre through Sept. 23. A
comedy. 8:15 p.m. $7.50. 2000
Kootenai. Call for reservations. 342-
2000. '
• BELL, BOOK& CANDLE at Boise
Little Theater through Sept. 23. Last
week for romantic comedy. 8 p.m, $6.
100 E. Fort. 342-5104.
• LOCAL UNDERGROUND NIGHT
at Grainey's Basement. Alternative
action. 9:45 p.m. Ages 21 and over.
107 S. 6th. 345-2955.
• BASII:.E at The Funny Bone through
Sept. 24. Come hear BuUwinklel 8
p.m. and 10:15 p.m. $7. Ages 21 and
over. 8th Street Marketplace. 331-
BONE. '
• STREETWISE at Dutch Goose Bar &
Grill. $2 cover. 21 and over after 9
p.m. 3515 W. State. 342-8887.
• HOUSE OF HOI POLLOI at
Hannah's through Sept. 23. Party
down! 9:30 p.m, $3 cover. Ages 21 and
over. 621 Main. 345-7557.
Friday
sept. 22nd
• BSU UNPLUGGED featuring
Belinda Bowler in BSU'sSUB.
. Acoustic guitar. Sporis'ored bY'SPB~
7:30 p.m. No charge. All ages. 385-
3655.
• BARITONE LYNN BERG at BSU's
Morrison Center
Recital Hall. BSU
music professor
Lynn Berg will
perform songs by
Gabriel Faure.
7:30 p.m. $5 gen-
eral. $3 seniors.
Free to BSU stu-
dents, faculty and
staff. 385-3980.
• HEMINGWAY:
ON THE EDGE at
BSU's Special
Events Center.
The life orEmest
Hemingway as
portrayed by actor
and playwright Ed
Metzger.
Sponsored by
SPB. 8 p.m. $10
general. $5 seniors
and BSU students,
faculty and staff.
Tickets available
through Select-a-
Seat. 385-3655.
• DR. SWIFT at Dino's through Sept.
23.9 p.m. $1 cover 9 p.m.-10 p.m. $3
cover 10 p.m. to 1 a.m, Ages 21 and
over. 4802 Emerald. 345-2295.
• THE BLACK ROSE BAND at
Shorty's through Sept. 24. 9 p.m. $3
cover. Ages 21 and over. 5467
t:
I~·..
• BLUE VELVET
film in BSU'sSpecial Events Center.
Sponsored by~PB'and International'
Students Association. 11. p.m. $2. gen-
eral. $1 BSTJ students, faculty an.d,
staff. 385-3~~S'~<~i'''':'',:,:: .... ..'
\ ,~,- ~ • - >
,~~. • . .,.~ "",,"; .-...;.:...r '.,-",_. '.
Glenwood. 323-0555.
• DUFFY BISHOP at Blues Bouquet
through Sept. 23. 9:15 p.m. Ages 21
and ovet;1010 Main. 345~6605 .
• DR. SWIFT at Dino's. 9 p.m, No
cover. Ages 21 and over. 4802
Emerald. 345-2295.
• OPEN POOL TOURNAMENT at
Shorty's. 8 p.m. to close. $5 entry fee.
Ages 21 and over. 5467 Glenwood.
323-0555.
• BLUES, BOOZE & BILLIARDS at
Blues Bouquet. 9:15 p.m, Ages 21 and
over. 1010 Main. 345-6605.
• BINGO 'at Neurolux. 10 p.m, to mid-
night. No cover. Ages 21 andover. 111
N. 11th. 343-0886.
• FAT JOHN & THE THREE SLIMS
at Tom Grainey's. 9:30 p.m. Ages 21
and over. 6th & Main. 345-2505.
TUesday
sept. 26t-h
• ARCH-WALK at Boise Centre on the
Grove. Guided architectural tour of
Boise. Presented by IJA Productions.
7:30 p.m. 343-6567.
• OPEN MIKE NIGHT at The Funny
Bone. Call for details. 8th Street
Marketplace: 331-BONE.
• THE CLUTCH at Hannah's. 9:30
p.m. No cover. Ages 21 and over. 621
Main. 345-7557.
• DR. SWIFT at Dino's. Ladies' Hot
Legs Contest. 9 p.m. No cover. Ages
21 and over. 4802 Emerald. 345-2295.
• REDSTONE AND FREE DANCE
LESSONS at Shorty's. Lessons from
7:30-9 p.m. Music at 9 p.m. No cover.
Ages 21 and over. 5467 Glenwood.
323-0555.
• OPEN JAM NIGHT at Blues
Bouquet. Come strut your stuff! 9:15
p.m. Ages 21 and over. 10tO Main.
345-6605.
• OPEN MIKE WITH FARM.
REPORT at Neurolux.Stand up and
perform! 9 p.m. No cover. Ages 21 and
over. 111 N. 11th. 343-0886 .
• FAT JOHN & THE THREE SLIMS
at Tom Grainey's. 9:30 p.m. Ages 21
and over. 6th & Main. 345-2505 .
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Bon Jovi moves from limelight to 'Moonlighf
sister Lucy (Gwy~eth Paltrow) and overbearing ex-stepmother Alb~rta (Kathleen
Turner) suppqrt Rebecca through the grieving process. '
. Jon Bon Jovi makes his film debut as the house painter hired by Alberta to
spruce up the siding of Rebecca's house. This mysterious man causes the four
women to peel away the\r ~ay~rs.-andconfront ~he.ir.s.exual f~elings~ They' share their
.; . ,fanta~i~s an~get to
the essence of who
.they are.,,' .
, The women come .
. together beca~se~f a
, ' tragic event, ~n( .
become liberated by a
\single~ sexy house
painter who inspires
unforeseen passion
within themselves and
unexpected compas-
sion for each other.
Together, the women
discover that letting
go of something is
sometimes a whole lot
better than holding on
to nothing at all.
Tickets are free
and may be picked up
at the' Information' "
Desk in the SUB from
Sept. 25 through Sept.
27.
Moonli~ht and Valentino will premier at 7 p.m, on Wednesday, Sept. 27 in the
BSU Special Events
Center. This special
sneak preview, spon-
sored by the Student
Programs Board, pro-
vides the audience
with the opportunity to
see the film before it
opens nationwide.
This comedy-drama
centers around
Rebecca Lott
(Elizabeth Perkins)
who is recently wid-
owed. Her husband is
hit by a car while out
on his morning jog and
killed instantly.
Suddenly, Rebecca
has a lot to deal with,
but also has a lot of
support. Her best
friend, Sylvie (Whoopi
Goldbergj.along with
her neurotic younger
~ Michele TroweD
Staff Writer:
- .:, ~,,,,.,,
prise that the display includes 70 drawlngs.ipeintings,
.sculptu~es and constructions! ..Y9\l..'Y~\'fillqt~e Q.i~l?lilJ.'i'
in the Visual Arts ~nter.' G~l\ery'.l"lQ(::~,\~~!'p)h~..."".,
Liberal Arts Buildin.B:.thr~gbr0ct, .6.ul~:'! ,.~ (~,'; i."'·'
.More art! For the more architecturally inclined (Do
you like that word?), there is an installation of
Plexiglas and steel located in Gallery 2, inside Campus
School. Titled, Rest Stop and Stage, the exhibit is
intended to project images ofa rest stop in Mayfield,
This unique display will be around through Oct. 13.
One last thing: SPBwill present an intense and con-
troversial documentary, The Thin Blue Line, on
Moil\:iay, Sept:.2~~at 7 p.m. in the Special Events
Center'. The minfoHows the suspenseful details of a
brutal murder that'~lIS witnessed by several people .
The evidence was sogreat that after the movie was
released in 1988, the man convicted of. the murder was, .
released from prison.Adrnissiorr is $2 general and one
tiny dollar for BSU students, faculty and staff.
by Laura Delgado After a little espresso and music, head over to the
Arts & Entertainment Editor ' Special Events Center for the one-man play, "
Peek aUllis weekly.col~n,for;d.etans on BSU's J.;I<:He.!fl'ngway~A" T~.I~dge. The show begins at 8
artistically endeavored eventS, students and faculty. p.m. and stars Ed Metzger. Admission is $10 general
" .and $5 for BSU students, faculty and staff.' .
Metzger will bring to life the legendary per-
sona of Hemingway in his nationally acclaimed
play which he has been performing since 1988 at
major theaters throughout the country. The spine
of the play is Hemingway's persistent anguish
over his "dark urge," the fear that suicide is an
inborn family affliction.
After the play, a great little flick, Blue Velvet,
will be shown in'the Special Bvents Center at 11
.. P'I11'- 'Ihemovie 'is a thriller about a guy who
jarrivesin a seemingly normaltown that really
isn't'. It stars Dennis Hopper, Kyle Macl.achlan
and Laura Dern and is directed JwDavid Lynch.
,,'sponsored l>Y SPB, the:a~.riJissrci'nis $2 general
and a buck for BSU students, faculty and staff.
Also scheduled for Friday, Sept. 22 is a
performance by BSU music professor and
baritone Lynn Berg. He will present an
evening of songs by the French composer,
. Gabriel Faure at 7:30 p.m. in the Morrison
Center Recital Hall. Accompanying Berg
will be BSU music professor and pianist
Del Parkinson. Tickets are $5 general, $3
for seniors and free to BSU students, facul-
ty and staff.
There's a lot of art hanging around on
campus these days! Be sure to catch the
National Banned Books Week exhibit in
BSU's Hemingway Western Studies
Center. The exhibit celebrates National
.Banned Books Week which is Sept. 23-29
and will remain on display through Oct. 6.
The banned books display features a large
golden sculpture of a book by San Francisco/New
York artist Stephen Laub and continuous-play
videos on censorship .
Also, be sure and see the exhibit, The Radiant
Object: Self-Taught Artists/rom the Volkel'%
CoUection. With a long title like that, it's no sur-
If you think you're busy now, wait until this week-
end! Friday, Sept. 22 is a packed evening of fun events
on campus.
. Starting the evening off at 7:30 p.m. is BSU
Unplugged in the Student Union Building, featuring
BeUnda Bowler and her acoustic guitar. Admission is
free.
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Compiled by Laura Delgado
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Not Part of This World, a full-length feature film
about a contemporary western boomtown on the edge
of a cultural frontier, will make its Boise premiere with
festivities Oct. 6-7. The film was written, directed and
produced by BSU theatre arts professor Phil Atlakson.
The following events are scheduled for the premiere
weekend:
• Friday, Oct. 6
5 p.m, Magic 93 TGIF Premiere Party, The Flicks,
646 Fulton St. Free.
7:15 p.m. Boise premiere, The Flicks, 646 Fulton.
Tickets $10. Advance reservations: 385-1191.
9:30 p.m, 2nd screening, The Flicks. Tickets: $6 at
the door.
9 p.m.-2a.m. Party, Neurolux, 111 N. 11th.
Featuring bands whose music appears in the film.
Admission charged at the door.
.. SatUrday' Oct 7 '. . ., .'. . ' - ' ..,.. , .. ' -..' .. ...... ;.,. . .. .
. :11iLni: ,·TheJ<itfuie'of Filmlitaking in this:Part·ofthe
.World panel:disc:ussion, 'The' Flicks. Free. Moderated .by
MIDLINE TO PLAY
, SPOKANE SEPT.
22
Local band Midline will per-
form at Outback Jack's in Spokane
on Sept. 22. The show is spon-
sored by nationally-syndicated
radio station, Z Rock.
Midline is currently putting the
finishing touches on a new CD,
which will be released in
November.
..
JASON STUART
PACKED THE
FUNNYBONE
Comedian Jason Stuart per-
formed to a full house Sept. 6
through Sept. 10 at The
Funnybone in Boise. Giving a fast-
paced show, unlike any other pre-
sented in Boise, Stuart's central
theme was gay culture and the
interactions between this subcul-
ture and mainstream America.
T ,. Besides being a talented comedian,
Stuart is also an actor and singer.
He cleverly wove these three tal-
ents into a spectacular act, which
was both hilarious and memorable.
NOT PART OF
THIS WORLD
PREMIERES OCT.
6-7 IN BOISE
BSU communication professor Peter Lutze. Panel:
NTPW director Phil Atlakson, NTPW cinematographer
David Klein, filmmaker Michael Hoffman and
Christian Gaines of the Sundance Film Festival.
Sponsored by the Idaho Film Bureau and the Idaho
Film and Video Association.
Comedion Joson Stuort ot the Funny Bone when he pocked In the people.
FREE EVENTS AT THE
LIBRARY
A traveling exhibit Vardis Fisher: A Centennial
View-1885-1985, is on display at the Boise Public
Library through Sept. 27. The display includes photos
with text covering the life and works of Vardis Fisher.
Fisher is the author of Mountain Men, which was made
into the film Jeremiah Johnson.
Wednesday, Sept. 20, storyteller Kathleen Sanders
will hold a workshop for volunteer storytellers at 7 p.m,
in the library auditorium. Registration is required. Call
384-4200.
Monthly book discussions will be held from Sept. 21
through May 9. The series will begin on-Thursday,
Sept. 21, from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in the library audito-
riu~.Thetopic for this rust session is Dr; Mary
'Cleaiman Blew~s bOOk;Alfbut the Waltz: Essays on a
Montana Family. Blew will talk about her work and
answer questions .
. &XTENDED HOURS FOR
SELECT-A-SEAT PHONE
LINES
For patron convenience, the Pavilion phone lines
will now be open Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to
8:30p.m.
To purchase tickets for all BSU
Pavilion or Morrison Center events or
any event sold by Select-A-Seat, call
385-1766. Tickets may be purchased
with Visa, or Mastercard only.
FOOTLIGHT
FRENZY OPENS
THE BACK OF THE
STACiE
The action-packed play within a
play, looking from the back of the
stage, Footlight Frenzy is currently on
stage at the Stage Coach Theatre
through Sept. 30. The comedy was
written by authors Ron House, Diz
White, Alan Shearman and Bud
Slocomb with direction by Don
Walker.
The play centers around an inexpe-
rienced PTA group that performs an
ambitious benefit play to save its
school. The scenes shift back and
forth from the real tribulations of the
performers to the play they are per-
forming, making it difficult to tell
which is sillier. The audience watches
the fun from the back of the stage.
Performances are held on
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
Curtain time for Thursday is 7:30
p.m.; Curtain time on the weekend is
8:15 p.m. Thursday admission is $5.
Weekend admissions are $7.50 gener-
al and $6.50 for seniors and students.
Early reservations are advised. Call
342-2000.
LAST CHANCE TO SEE
BELL, BOOK & CANDLE
The romantic comedy, Bell, Book &Candl~ is on
stage at the Boise Little Theater through Sept. 23. The
play is about a witch who casts a spell over an unat-
tached publisher to keep him away from a rival because
she is attracted to him. Unfortunately, witches cannot
fall in love.
Final performances are scheduled for Thursday,
Sept. 21, Friday, Sept. 22 and Saturday, Sept. 23.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. and admission is $6. The theater
is located at 100E. Fort and the box office is open
Tuesday through Thursday, 10 a.m. to noon. Call 342-
5104for more information.
...... ,
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TOP10 Entertainment
Options for Students
10 Cut out coupons below and redeem at Q-ZAR
9 Play Laser Tag at Q-ZAR
8 Play Laser Tag again!
7 Play Q-GOLFSimulated Golf
6 Spin on the Q-TRON
5 Play Video Games at Q-ZAR
4 Enjoy homebaked pizza from Atlantic Street Pizza
3 Eat another piece of delicious pizza
2 Find a Job
1 Study
2110Broadway 342-6265 Call 342-8848 for take-out pizza.
Join us for HAPPY HOUR Specials from 5-7 PM Nonday through Friday
gEt inSide
tHe Gam e·
The
Getting
Organized
Meetings
I
I
I
I
$1 OFF : $2 Q-MEALi
Q-ZAR tazer Tag .I Slice of Pizza & Soda I
Offer ends 9/30/95. I Offer ends 9/30/95. I
Not valid with other offers. Not valid with other offers.~~~=~~~~~W~~~~~~~~~V
THE ARBITER NEEDS WRIT-
ERS. IF INTERESTED, APPLY
BELOW THE
WOMEN'S
CENTER.
. '4
"'r _~-.
Allendance at a Gelling Organized
Meellng by g! legst one oroce! from
each ASBSU recognized student
organlzatton Is reaulred 10 maintain
ofOClalrocognftlon status as a BSU
organlZatton. Advlsors ale strongly
encouraged 10 attend.
All meetings are located In the Senate
Forum, Student Union.
The same Information win be presented
al each meeting. Please pick one
session 10 attend.
Formore Information call the
student Activities Office at 385-1223
BOISE STATE UNIV£RSffYB ~.
STUDENT UNION
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~Where's the hassle coming from?
BSU slaughters in home opener
Ryan Ikebe barely makes it to the end zone against Sam Houston State. BSUbeal them 38-
14. Tony Hilde scored 4 touchdowns.
By Michelle Schwend nothing else but playing their
co-sports Editor hardest and winning the game.
When an average person thinks The good ones wiII be able to
of a college or university, he or juggle their classes and their time .
she thinks of going to classes, hav- spent on the field. Afterall, I've
ing a great time and someday, as a always firmly believed if an ath-
result of it all, getting a great job. lete can't be good in class and on
To some, having a great time and the field, get them out and bring,
getting a great job mean doing someone in who can. , .
what they love to do best. As for all this getting into trou-
Athletes live for what they ble, David Woolsey and Elizabeth
play. The great job they're dream- Ommachen of the Idaho
ing of may be to play professional- Statesman reported in the Sept. 14
Iy. For example, Chris Childs, a issue, all 17 of the latest Broncos
, ... .J. BSU student athletewho went who have gotten into trouble.
pro. It's just like getting the job of Eleven of those cases were iIlegal
our dreams. possessions of alcohol. Give me a
Most of us won't end up in that break! If I'd have been caught I'd
job for a long time, if at all, and have plenty of my own iIlegal pas-
neither wiII BSU's athletes play sessions. Nearly every college stu-
for the San Francisco 4gers. dent would. Many of those cases
Unless they arc the best at what haven't even been to court yet.
they do. The case with Mike Almanza
Aver\lgepeople will work ,came about when h!111and his
toward t/leir goals and ~~t'aSide: ': ';::: ~mrrjate were being harassed
everything else that stands in the ' and the police drove up when
way of them achieving that goal. Almanza was hitting the other per-
They will concentrate on nothing son defending himself. They were
but their books and notes. all arrested and they aren't guilty
, .... It is the same with athletes, but of anything yet.
their big tests come on game On the other hand, Bronco
night. They will concentrate on player Sione Fifita should not be
By David NelsolJ
Sports Writer
"I'd much rather play at Lyle Smith
Field than any place in the country," said
Boise State quarterback Tony Hilde after
leading the Broncos to a 38-14 victory
over Sam Houston State Saturday night.
The Lyle Smith Field, commonly
known as Bronco Stadium, was filled
with an opening-game record crowd of
23,377 screaming fans.
"It was a packed house," said BSU
head coach Pokey Allen. "It made me
feel great. For the first game, that's a
great opening crowd."
Saturday night's game, was BSU's
first home appearance since a semi-final
victory over Marshall in last year's post
season playoffs.
Dressed in their dark blue home uni-
forms, last worn in the 1994 NCAA 1-
AA championship game against
Youngstown State, the Broncos put on
an early offensive display.
Starting at their own 35 yard-line, the
Broncos marched down the new blue
turf with Tommy Edwards'running
anywhere near the blue turf. The .
Statesman reported two illegal
possessions, one disturbing the
peace and one battery charge on
him. He also did not show for a
court date. Mr .... you can only
have so many chances.
Tony Hilde made his one mis-
take in Boise during the football
season and I'm sure he knows
next tirnehis dreams and .goals at
thi~ college will be over. I don't
know why John Tia got suspended
from the team and Tony didn't.
Personally I don't give a damn.
That's not for the public to decide.
Yes. Tony and his teammates
represent our school. Yes, he is
one of the students of BSUwho is
, often in the public's eye. Does that
mean he is not allowed to make
any mistakes? If he's not, then I
guess I'm not either. And that
goes for the entire BSU student
body. Jeff Kla~s reprCse~.1hi~,
school as president of ASBSU.
What does this mean for him? No
screwupS? At all? That's hard to
believe.
I'm not blaming Mike Prater of
the Statesman for digging up
every 4-year-old boy who ever
stole a candy bar and now happens
to be on the BSU team. And I'm
not blaming Art Lawler of the
Statesman for writing a column
that nearly placed a threat on the
Bronco tearn in the Sept. 15th
issue. They are only doing their .
jobs. Though Ido have one ques-
tion for both of them. If we took
every employee of the Statesman
and ran their names through a
crime computer, what would we
find? I think that's a question bet-
ter left unanswered.
Who is to blame? It's really
nobody's fault, yet, if not then
where is all this hassle coming
from? The members of the team
should be able to play out their
dreams and goals and not shy
away from anything that might be
considered bad. I wouldn't blame
them if they came to school naked
because they were afraid their
"",.£lQ1b~}Vould,of{end 5Omeone, ,.,
. The faultlies iJithe way things
are done. The system makes it
hard for these players to give a
damn. The rules, regulations,
guidelines. Plus now they have
just one more worry. President
Ruch's new "any more mistakes,
you're gone" rule. That's great,
Dr. Ruch, Does that include
speeding tickets too?
I'm not sticking up for those
who rape women or drink and
drive. I'm saying that everybody,
and I don't give a rip who they
are, deserves a second chance.
Now that's been pulled away from
, them too.
If athletes sign contracts with
their coaches saying they won't
drink during the season, then they
shouldn't. If they do, a punish-
ment should be incurred and then,
like any other normal average stu-
dent, they should be given a sec-
ondchance.
I've received numerous second
chances as I'm sure all of you
have. The only difference here is
the players won't even receive one.
now because of Ruchs' new rule.
So let them figure out in them-
selves how to deal with the system I
that is set up for them, and maybe .
instead of obtaining the list of
crimes from all BSU student ath .. ;"
letes and bringing every one of
them before the residents of Boise,
we should consider t1iedarilage '
that's already been done.
through Bearkat defenders. A Hilde pass
to wide-out Ryan Ikebe and a six-yard
run, set up BSU's first touchdown play.
On first and ten on Sam Houston's
26, Hilde rifled a 26-yard touchdown
pass to receiver Mike Richmond. The 8-
play, 65 yard drive put BSU ahead 7-0.
After trading successive possessions
with Sam Houston, the Bronco offense
returned to the artificial turf standing at
their own five yard-line. Following a
Hilde hand-off, Eron Hurley quickly
slashed his way for a 57 yard gain. After
an incomplete pass and a quick time-out,
Hilde fired a 38 yard touchdown strike
to Ikebe and BSU quickly increased its
lead to 14-0.
Allen praised the Bronco offense for
making great plays. "I was really
impressed with the offense," said Allen
after the game. "They came to play. We
have more talent on offense than 'we do
on defense. We don't have a real weak
spot on offense. On offense we could be
real dominant. I was real excited about
(our) 519 yards of total
See Broncos Page 21
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Broncos from Page 20Broncos capture four wins to take
volleyball championship
BY MICHELLE SCHWEND
Co-Sports Editor
BSU secured the
Championship title in the
BSU hosted Holiday Inn
Classic Tournament last
weekend at the Pavillion
with a win against
Portland.
The Broncos held a
13-4 lead in blocks and
Fleming and Phipps came
out with 13 kills each.
, Junior outside hitter
Cyndi Neece added 11
more kills and sopho-
more setter Lisa Huggins
had a match high of 14
digs.
Boise State won all
four of their matches in
the two-day tournament
with St. Louis,
Mississippi and
Tennessee in attendance.
In the Sept. 15 match-
es, BSU defeated St.
Louis 15-9, 15-13, 15-5
and and later that day
also defeated Tennessee
15-6, 15-4, 15-9.
The Sept. 16 matches
proved to be harder for
the team but still'victori-
ously. BSU came over
Portland-with-Id-a, 12-
15, 15-1,2-15, is-to.
The last game of the
tournament for BSU
ended with a win over
Mississippi State: 11-15;
~
~
BSUJunior middle blocker ployer Amber Woodcock sends the boll flying bock in the BSUhosted
tournementlost weekend.
15-10,15-7,15-10.
Freshamn Brandy
Mamizuka, junior Cyndi
Neece and Jill Fleming
made the All-Tournament
team. Fleming was also
named the tournament
MVP.
The Broncos host their
next home game Sept. 28
against Weber State
University.
offense."
Meanwhile, the Bronco defense forced
the Bearkats to punt on all their first quarter
possessions. Lineman Erik Nielsen regis-
tered a quarterback sack and the Travis
Thompson/Jimmy Clark/Brian Smith/Chris
Wing combination shut down the Bearkat
rushing game.
In second quarter action, the Broncos
increased their lead as Hilde stepped in from
10 yards and then delivered a touchdown
pass to tight end Bernie Zimmerman, mak-
ing the score 28-0. The Bearkats managed a
scoring drive of their own before half-time
and trailed 28-7.
After accounting for three touchdown
passes in the first half, Hilde was picked off
twice in the third quarter. '
With the game in hand, the Broncos
scored ten more points in the fourth quarter
on a 47-yard field goal by Greg Erickson
and Hilde tossed a three-yard touchdown
pass to Greg Thomas as the BSU lead
, increased 38-7. The Bearkats intercepted
and returned a Mark Paljetak pass 27 yards
late in the game.
Hilde, who was named the Big-Sky
offensive player of the week after the Utah
State game, completed 16 passes on 31
attempts for 296 yards and threw 4 TD pass-
es. Hilde also rushed for 63 yards on eight
carries. Edwards and Hurley rushed for 110
and 70 yards, respectively.
With the Montana Grizzlies waiting to
host a Big-Sky showdown with the Broncos
next Saturday afternoon in Missoula, Allen
knows that his blue and orange troops can't ,
rest on the field until the final seconds are' -
off the clock.
. "We're going to have to play a fult~O
minutes next week,,,'said Allen. "We can It
have a third quarter lull like we had tonight.
It's a whole different ball game playing at
Montana. They're pretty good up there."
The Grizzlies will be ready to avenge last
year's loss to the Broncos that knocked them
out of the Big Sky title race. The defending
champs at BSU aren't resting on last year's
success.
"This is a new team," said Hilde. "This
year's team has nothing to do with last year.
I think we have better athletes this year."
From Sept. 2$ through Oct. 26. ~rudent.~are
needed for BSVs telemarketing team twO nights
a week b'oo pick. the nights) from 6-9:30 p.m,
Caning lakes place on campu$.
Callers earn:
• $Sperhour
• free long distance phone can .
• $3 for fO(}d at Brava per shif.
• paid •.raining
• marketable skUL~
• future job references
• new friends
• prites
For more infonnation. comact Kim Philipps.
USu I~nund~ili(,n.Edll~~tion BuHdhlg, Room 72SA.
01 call 3S.~.IJ26.
rw.w ..w ... ,,, ••
I NEED CHRISTMAS ~10NEY?
I NEED EX'.rRA MONEY?
IPHONATHON'95 NEEDS YOU!
CONe J:RT··S ERI "ES..
JonlmyD a vi·dsOll'
Slar of FOX'J tkU·c>omedy hit
"In living Color"
October
2nd &:$rd
...._.~
t : ,
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;RUNKDRIVING'DOESN'TJUSTKILL DRUNK DRIVE
.Andrea Harris, kill.(~d·il1.lJIU"st26;. 1991 at. 6:00prn on .l!Jl·Gantino tcea), Atascadero; Catiurrmo
..Next time-your friend insists on driving drunk, dowhatever it takes to stop tum.
tsecause if he kills innocent people, h()w will )'OU live with y()ul's~~lf'l
.' .
------------------~--NEws23
Classifieds
Employment Items. No Inv.stment, no deIIv· lead a sales farce. No .xperl-
• ry, lots of fun. (all (aroI336- .nee needed, training provided •
SwImsuit models needed for 2792. FT, PT positions available. (aU
eomput.r pradud. Minimum age for appt. 381-0556.
18. Pr.vlous madegng .xperl· Fasl Cash! Mak. $150 a dayenee not reqlllr.d.(a11 Tom
or IlOl" havlll9 fu & helping Merchandisetoday, 378-0999. people. FT/PT, hi traIIIJIg. Cal For Sale. Madllos. Classic
Fasl Fundralstrl Raise
381·0556. COIIpIIer.4 ... RAM, 40 ...
$500.00 II 5 tltys. GrIeb, Art YOilltertst. II ..... Itcd-drfy .. SOlI8 sottw...
groups, dIM, lIIfIvatecl .... .xtra lIOII8' _'er lIfenstecl 'erfICf for s"t. $375 ..vWtaIs. Fast, HSJ, 10 oIaaga- 11 """ health. For IlOl'8 ..,.,. Call....., 313-0048.tlon. l·aOo-l62-1,a2, .x. IMItfeI cal 37H265. What 110
33. '01 have to Iosel Mlsi StI ASAPI T"'2100
ClllJllfer, 386, with IIot IICIfIIx
Earll $500.00 erIIOfI weHJr 81slatss opporIInily. Owl prfIter.loh of softwln.Ituffllg emIopes at .... Y_ OWl .... t1118 ...... ss. perfed for coIege. $475.00S.1NI101t SASE to CoRtry olio. Col 323-4871.
Uvilg Shoppers, Dept. Aa, PO Mafor 18twcdlllll COlII*Y
Box 1779, .... SprIIgs, lA . IookIIg for part ..... clstrl1ll- 19a9 S'x8' dfJ trader. N.w
70727.' . tors. Less ... $50.00 to get
itarted. For lIOn lifo, cal 376- tires. SIIgIe axle. SIde 1Ioans.
$1750 weHlr pos..- ... 119 4265.
$200.00 olio. (01388.0209,
ask for Mi.,$hawa, or RIlL
circulars. No .1......
required. ..... lOW. For IIlfo . HiIarIoIs. Is yOll'loil a 10"" lAPTOP COMPUTERSI
call (301) 306-1207; Does yoII' paydleck lIOke yOi
waif to ay?1 Sales trcUlll9 28651·10 0aIy $429. 38651·
Earll extra $SS .... stratlng celler .xpllll'lIg 10 BoIs•• Need 20 OIly $649 & $7a5.
Chrlslllas AroRd the World 10 .0tIYatfoaal .... vlcIuaIs to RlOadng Avcilallle. 331·9887.
Let us he~ you find a roomate, sen a cor, Of find your soul mote. Th6MJiter ad section is avoiloble fO( your use. -Student rotes:
Fim 25 words ore free. Each additional word is 25 cents. - NOI/"StvdentjBusiness rotes: 50 cents pel wow .• Gener?' .
Information: An ods must be received ond paid fO( by 5p.m. Friday, priOIlD Wednesdays edition. Call T1for frHther mformatiOn.
5ep 8 - lost/stolen waHet, Math/Geoscience
Building.
Sep " - burglary, Business Building.
Sep '2 - trespassing, Pavilion; resisting
arrest /obslructing, Pavilion; two incidents 01grand
Ibelt, 1421 Campus Lane; burglary, parking lot at 2303
Campus Ln.
Sep '3- pelit thelt, wesl side 01Albertson's Library.
-
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INCLUDES:
• Word
" b«:el.
• Mall
• Powet"pOlnt
• At.ce$'
